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Sloth sees Llama’s heavy pack fall 

on the ground, spilling its contents 

everywhere. Llama looks upset, but 

Sloth is running late (go figure) for 

branch-hanging class. What would you 

do if you were Sloth?

Turtle sees people calling Lizard names 

like “dragon breath” on social media. If 

you were Turtle, what would you do?

Hyrax sees Ocelot sitting alone and 

crying while the other animals play tag 

together. What would you do if you 

were Hyrax?

Pangolin and Hyrax are walking 

downtown with their parents when 

they see a man on a bench asking 

people to put money in his hat. 

The man has a sign saying he is 

homeless. If you were Pangolin or 

Hyrax, what would you do?
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Tell Llama you really wish you could stop 
to help, but you don’t want to be late.

Stop to help Llama pick up the dropped 
items. 

Laugh at Llama for being so clumsy.  

Say a prayer for Llama but don’t stop 
to help.

Your idea: _________________________.

Start avoiding Lizard. You don’t want 
the cyberbullies to make fun of you too!

Send a private message to ask how the 
comments are making Lizard feel.

 Add a laughing emoji to the comments. 
Lizard DOES look like a tiny dragon!  

Add a comment saying that  
cyberbullying  isn’t OK and pointing out 
something nice about Lizard. 

Your idea: 
_________________________.

Invite Ocelot to go swing with you.

Ask Ocelot what’s wrong. Offer some 
 kind words.

Run away — ocelots have been known 
to eat small mammals like you! 

Leave Ocelot alone — not everyone 
who is crying wants to talk.

Your idea: 
_________________________.

Look away and cross the street with 
your parents so the man doesn’t  see 
you.

Toss some coins in his hat but don’t 
speak to him because he’s a stranger.  

Pass by without doing or saying 
anything. But that night, go online with 
your parents and donate to a charity 
that helps people without homes. 

Smile and say hello as you walk past. 
Pray that God helps him find a home.

Your idea: _______________________.

Have you ever been in a situation where you weren’t sure how to 
help someone? Sometimes it can be tricky to know exactly how to 
act like Jesus would want us to — with kindness and compassion.

THEREFORE, AS GOD’S CHOSEN 
PEOPLE, HOLY AND DEARLY 
LOVED, CLOTHE YOURSELVES WITH 
COMPASSION, KINDNESS, HUMILITY, 
GENTLENESS AND PATIENCE.
COLOSSIANS 3:12

In this activity, the Compassion Explorer animal mascots find themselves in tricky 

situations. Circle what you think they should do to be the most helpful. But here’s 

a twist: Before you choose your answer, act out each possible situation with a 

family member or friend! For example, you play the role of Sloth and your dad 

plays Llama. There are no right or wrong answers. The point is to think and talk 

about how you could respond when someone needs help. Have fun acting out 

your roles and talking about your choices!

How Would YOU Help?


